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Krenek: The Music of Ernst Krenek

T HE MUS l e o FER N S T K R ENE K 1
.,"

Ernst Krenek
~

I

N

THE p.Ublicity devoted -to my visit to Albuquerque I noticed

~at I

was loqked upon as one of the leading ~xponents of expressionism.
Like various other terms applied to musical styles, expressionism has
been borrowed from another of the arts. It was originally used to
designate a school of painting that was flowering especially on the
European continent between 1910 and 1925 -approximately. Those
painters were called expressionists to distinguish them from their predecessors, the impressionists. As it is commonly known, the impressionists tried to portray in their work the impressions they received from
the outside world as faithfully as they could.. In their attitude there was
still much of the scientific ideology of the nineteenth century. The
subjective element that entered the work of the impressionists was still
checked by their will to give as impartial and minute a record" of their
reactions as possible. . .
The expressionists went a great deal further in stressing subjective
factors. They did not care so much for presenting a faithful record of
their impressions as they were intent upon expressing their subjective
views on the conditions of the outside world. They stressed the element of faith in its various aspects in that they did not think that science
could produce 'a satisfactory solution to the many mysterious problems
of the universe. 'The work, of the expressionists' took on a very passionate character as compared to the cool and detached attitude of
impressionism, and they did not hesitate to distort the outlines of
reality at will and frequently in a violent fashion, in order to give vent
to their personal and metaphysically flavored interpretation of the
world.
~

1 A lecture delivered on August 29, 1943, at the University of New Mexico. Mr. Krenek
has kindly supplied the written text for his introductory remarks. The remainder of the
lecture is taken from notes made by J. D. Robb, head of the department of music. University of New Mexico. The notes have been approved by Mr. Krenek.
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Since music has little to do with tangible reality, the term expre
sionism could be applied to musical formations only figuratively. BI
cause of the relatively aggressive character of expressionistic paintin!
it has been applied to a music style that seemed to show a simila
attitude towards the traditional ways of musical expression. This sty]
has been most frequently associated with the Viennese compose:
Arnold Schoenberg, and his followers. As far as I am concerned, I hav
never studied with Schoenberg, but in the course of my evolution
have approached some of his tenets in my own way.
As the term expressionism. indicates, this music aims at emotion::
expressiveness. In this respect it is clearly a continuation of romanti
tendencies, as everybody will agree that the late romanticists like Wa~
ner and Liszt have stressed, and overstressed, emotional expressior
This afliliati<:?n with romanticism frequently has been held against th
expressionistic school, particularly by those modernists who are tryin
to expurgate music of its expr,e~sive quality and who prefer a sort (
streamlil1ed mechanization.
On the other hand quite a few people ~ill be rather surprised at m
explanation of expressionistic music, because they are convinced ttia
this music is not expressive of any emotions whatever, being as the
say "intellectually computed." .Without g~ing now into the details c
the argument, I only wish to remark that the objection is usuall
advanced by persons who are able to identify expressiveness only whel
it makes use of the conventional formulae associated with emotiona
qualities. Whatever expression is sought by using new, unusua
means, they refuse recognizing it. The answer to that objection is ver
simple;, inasmuch as those composers who are credited with havin:
created particularly eloquent expressive music had to fight the sam
opposition in their own time. Beethoven had mor~ than once to fac
the criticism that his music lacked expressiveness, being the product 0
arid speculation.
As with any new movement, the position of new music is full 0
paradoxes. Many people, especially musicians who have had a certail
amount of traditional training, are willing to admit the expressiv
intentions of new music, but they are anxious to know the rules accord
ing to· which the new and astonishing materials are to be handled
When the representative of these modern tendencies points out il
reply that there are not many rules available, at least that not so man
can yet be established as have governed the tradition~l style, this statl
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of things seems to the skeptic to augur rather well for that much desired
intensity of untrammeled emotional expression. However, here the
opponents appear even more appalled: "Why, no rules? This is
plain anarchy." With a little sigh the cornered artist starts .to
explain that in its later phases expressionism has indeed evolveij
certain new principles of organization of the tonal material, hinting at
the so-called twelve-tone technique, only to make things still worse, for
now the critics are quick to point out that new music truly is intellectually computed, a most abject attempt to mix mathematics and music,
with complete regimentation as the result.
.
"
[ED!TOR'S "NOTE: Mr. Krenek here played his second suite, from
Opus 26, which is in five short movements. This work was written in
1925, several years before Kr~nek approached the twelve..tone technique. Afterwards he continued his lecture as follows, according to
notes made during the lecture by J. D. Robb.]
What is atonal music? This is a negative term; in order to know
what it means, it is necessary to know what tonal music means. The
term atonal was invented by the adversaries of modern music. Its
users, Schoenberg .for instance, ,do not like the term. It was invented
to discredit this music, the argument being that atonal music is music
without tones and therefore not music at all, beGause music must have
tones. This is an easy but fallacio~s definition. We can only call such
music atonal if the definition of tonal music is so narrowed as to apply
only to music in the major and minor keys. However, ~onal music, in
this sense, has existed only since the late sixteenth century, a relatively
short span of time. There is no more reason why music should not be
different after this short span than it was before., that time.
Other critics say that the new school has destroyed'the familiar
tonality. That is not true. Its members found that famili~lr tonality
already" shaken or blurred. As early as in "Tristan" it is difficult to
determine th~ key in which the composer is writing at any time, because
Wagner used constant modulation from key to key. A still further
dlilution of tonality is foun~ in Debussy, in whose compositions it is
often difficult tod~termiI!e the key which is being used at any particular
point. The'impressionists still use whatmHsicians call the triads,
seventh ch?rds, and ninth chords. These were familiar chords, but they
were used in unfamiliar connotations. The atonalist came in here and
introduced a new vocabulary. It seemed 'unnecessary to use the old
tonality since that vocabulary had already been given. new meanings.
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If you feel uneasy, surprise<i, or-shocked by expressionistic music,
is important to find out why.. Of course, it is your privilege to walk. 0\
of the concert hall, but there are some people who want to ~o'
why they are so affected. There are really very few chor~ in the Sl
called atonal music which have not been used before; they only seel
unfamiliar. You can find many of the same chords in Wagner an
Liszt. So it is not the material which causes the difficulty. It must t
the context. In Wagner or Liszt these chords resolved into somethil1
more familiar and were interpreted as a deviation from the rule. In tt:
suite which I have just played, these familiar resolutions do not occu
Some critics object that the new music has no rules. Strange]
enough, these are the very people who want music to be a free effusio
of the artist. Students feel stiffed when they are first forced to stud
harmony and learn all the rules. They say that music must be beaut
ful and free. Therefore, they ask, "Why learn the rules?" Yet whe
these same students have learned the rules and are then'told to expre
themselves, they cry in Ldismay, "What are the rules?" And when tt:
teacher replies that there are not so many, they then find that this frel
dom is terribly difficult.
The piano pieces of Arnold Schoenberg, Opus 11, published in 190:
are considered the first specimen of expressionistic music. After fiftee
years, a new set of rules emerged from this music, the so-called tWelVI
tone technique. Its origin is to be found in a second trend inherent i
the expressionistic school. That school represented a continuation (
romanticism as far as the desire for emotional expression is involvec
But another thing was involved (and it was an inheritance frQ]
classicism), that is, an admiration for Beethoven and disciplined forn
Emotion tends to blow up music unless it is checked. So it was nece
sary to bring in a process of construction. This was not done by a CoUl
cil of composers sitting like a Supreme Court, but it was felt. .A
expressionistic music uses the complete musical material, it needs
constructive idea to bring order in the use of that material. ConSl
quently, the expressionistic composer, before he starts, organizes tb
material into a pattern including all of the twelve possible tones to t
used throughout the composition in the same sequential relationshi]
There are approximately forty-four million possible combinatio·ns (
this twelve-tone series. One of these is chosen by the composer an
from it he <:ierives all of his patterns. Schoenberg published his firl
composition in this technique in 1923.
.
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The twelve-tone technique is not a rigid system". If you want to use
the word twelve-tone system, you can much more accurately refer to the
twelve tones of music selected in Western civilization since the fourteenth century as 0!1r musical material. The twelve-tone technique
is now growing. It does not stifle creative effort. If it is a system at all,
it is an honor system, for each' composer is free to use it as he sees fit.
There are no sanctions for disobeying the rules.
[Mr. Krenek then explained his Variations, Opus 79, which he
thereafter played. There ~re twelve variations divided into three parts,
a first part containing five variations, a middle section containing the
sixth and seventh, and a final section containing the last five.. There is
no theme. Instead he employs variations in cyclic form. You could
say that any one was the theme and the others wele variations. This
composition was written' in, 1937.]
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